**Die Cutting Tips:**
Shape A/AR is cut with fabric right sides together to form mirror image pairs of shapes. Shapes B/BR and C/CR are cut with fabrics all right sides up or wrong sides up for correct orientation in block.

**A word of fabric selection from Eleanor:**
Select one fabric for background (Shape A/AR). Choose a medium and dark fabric in the same color for the outer points of the star that point to the corners of the block (Shape B/BR). Choose a medium and dark fabric in a second color for the inner star (Shape C/CR). One fabric should read solid from a distance and the second fabric should have some appearance of texture.

**How to Sew the Blazing Star Quilt Block:**

**Step 1**
Lay out cut fabric pieces in the correct shape and color orientation.

**Step 2**
Sew piece A to piece B. Sew piece AR to piece BR as shown. Make four of each.

**Step 3**
Sew piece C to A/B units. Sew piece CR to AR/BR units as shown.

**Step 4**
Sew two half units together to make quarter blocks. Make four.

**Step 5**
Sew two quarter blocks together to make a half block. Make two.

**Step 6**
Sew two half blocks together to complete the block.

For more information, call 888.258.7913